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In the U.S. and many other countries, carbide and nitride
matrices have received considerable attention as advanced
nuclear fuel types. UC fuels are compatible with Gas-cooled
Fast Reactor while UN fuels are proposed for Lead-cooled Fast
Reactor applications.1 Compared to UO2, both of UC and UN
have the advantages of high thermal conductivity, high melting
point, and high fissile density.2-4 However, the understanding
of the fuel properties of UC and UN are still limited. In this
work, we focused on the thermochemical property of UC and
UN with updated values and an improved methodology for
future thermodynamic studies of intermetalic fuel materials.
The thermal oxidation behavior of UC and UN was studied
by performing differential scanning calorimetry coupled with
thermogravimetric analysis under flowing synthetic air up to
950 C. UN shows a better thermal oxidation resistance than
that of UC, and with a much simpler post-oxidation route to
UO3 and then gradually to U3O8-x. More importantly, we
conducted the first high temperature oxide melt solution
calorimetry on UC and UN to determine their enthalpies of
formation ( Hf) from elements. Previously, such methodology
has been developed and applied for determining Hf of U3Si2,
USi, and U3Si55, 6; here we extended it to these new fuel type
materials. The implication of these experimentally measrued
thermochemical properties of UC and UN are two folds: i) the
benchmarked Hf will enable thermodynamic modeling and
DFT computation to generate new phase equilibria or optimize
existing ones for U-C, U-N, and U-C-N; and ii) a foundation
can be built for future thermodynamic studies on UC-, and UNderived wastes after discharged for disposal and evaluation on
their potential alteration and degradation during the
interactions that can encounter in geological repositories.
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